Everest Kool Solutionz – Your Approved Transitional Facility

Everest Kool Solutionz is pleased to announce it has gained Approved Transitional Facility (ATF) status
from MPI, and is now licensed to receive imported containers that may pose a biosecurity threat to New
Zealand.
To become an ATF Everest’s staff have undertaken extensive training to earn their certification as
accredited persons and facility operators from MPI. The facility itself has been inspected and passed the
strict criteria needed for an ATF rating.
As an ATF, Everest can receive and devan any at-risk imported containers, such as those carrying animal
products, food products, medicines, and chemicals. There are several advantages to your business in using
Everest for this work:
Cost
Paying for your own Facility can be expensive, especially if you’re only going to be using the status on an
occasional basis. For a pre-agreed handling fee, Everest can clear your imports quickly and efficiently.
Time
Taking time out for constant training and certification can prove counterproductive. Using Everest’s ATF
allows your staff to remain focused on their core business roles. Everest has two approved facility
operators available at any time, together with appropriate accredited persons, to manage your imports
clearance.

Convenience
Located just 20 minutes by road from the Port of Napier, Everest is ideally placed to minimize the time
your goods spend being cleared for entry. The facility has the capacity to properly segregate ‘at risk’
imports, and has extensive chilled and frozen temporary storage options for goods that require
temperature-controlled handling.
Distribution
As a recognized provider of supply chain and 3PL services and solutions, Everest can manage Cross Docking
and distribution for you from their specialist warehousing in Hawke’s Bay. With easy road, rail or sea
networks accessible from here, regional and national distribution via Everest is fast and simple.
Everest has over 68,000 cubic metres of storage space across several storage rooms in Hawke’s Bay, and
is capable of handling products with storage temperature requirements of between +20C and -28C. This
flexible arrangement, together with availability of bulk and rack pallet options, ensures Everest is well
placed to manage everything that comes their way. As part of the long-standing and internationally
recognized parent company, Group Spire, with its key business principles of being responsive, expert and
experienced, Everest is backed by world class systems and knowledge.
For further information on Everest Kool Solutionz Accredited Transitional Facility services, and our
warehousing, cold storage, and distribution activities, contact Paul Vickery, on +64 21 87741 or by email
pvickery@groupspire.com

